Stockholm+50 Interfaith Statement
“Faith Values and Reach - Contribution to Environmental Policy”

“A point has been reached in history when we must shape our actions throughout the world with a more prudent care for their environmental consequences. Through ignorance or indifference, we can do massive and irreversible harm to the earthly environment on which our life and well-being depend. Conversely, through fuller knowledge and wiser action, we can achieve for ourselves and our posterity a better life in an environment more in keeping with human needs and hopes.”

(Excerpt from Preambular Paragraph 6 of the 1972 Stockholm Declaration)

Preamble

We, the representatives of various faith-based organizations, Indigenous cultures and wisdoms from around the world participating in the Stockholm+50, committed to caring for ecological justice and for protecting our one Earth, hereby make the following statement to the governments, UN entities, civil society, and all stakeholders of the “Stockholm+50” processes.

Introduction

The world is facing a triple ‘pandemic’ of climate change, biodiversity loss and pollution. Those hardest hit are those who have caused the least damage. We have less than three years for our carbon emissions to start dropping from the peak, and yet emissions continue to rise. We have already exceeded several thresholds critical to a stable and functioning planetary system, and we are currently on a pathway to overshooting dangerous tipping points, with irreversible consequences for all life.

Rainforests - the ‘lungs of earth’ – are ironically becoming a carbon emitter. Melting permafrost is already releasing enormous quantities of methane. Devastating heat waves, floods, and droughts impact many parts of the world. Climate-related disease outbreak and pest infestations are decimating communities’ resilience. Across the globe, conflict and war are fueling increased competition for fossil fuel extraction and exploration.

The root causes of the triple planetary crises are deeply fueled by structural greed and apathy that underpin our current economic systems. Amassing of obscene wealth by corporations and select individuals is directly related to global environmental problems and solutions, which is morally and ethically unacceptable.

Without addressing these underlying causes, we are on a collision course to disaster.

Recognition

Inspired by the values and principles of our various belief systems including faith, values and ethics, we recognise that:

1. Fossil fuel-based, extractive economies are accelerating climate change and loss of biodiversity.
2. Poor and marginalized people, especially women, children, older persons, Indigenous people and those with disabilities are most impacted by climate change;
3. We have abused nature and Indigenous peoples and have been complicit with colonial extractive practices. We need to change our relationship and learn to co-exist in a
harmonious and symbiotic manner with earth and its ecosystems. The environment and the human family are interdependent.

4. We humans have failed in our responsibility as 'earth keepers' to protect the planet.

5. We must challenge the values, such as individualism and greed shaping our patterns of consumption and production.

6. We must rediscover the moral and spiritual roots of human beings, and rights and dignity of all beings.

7. We must strive to move from human superiority to human humility, from ego-centric to eco-centric and from being separate to nature, to interconnectedness.

8. We must urgently move from unbridled industrial growth to sustainable well-being.

Affirmation

We affirm that:

1. Faith and Indigenous leaders and actors have the potential to play an essential role in shaping global environmental governance and policy making. The traditions that we represent have unique capacities to convince, convene and contribute meaningful, moral, economic, spiritual, and social substance to public deliberations.

2. More than 84% of people believe in a religion or a spiritual belief and religious leaders can be found in every part of the world, from the most distant desert village to the densest informal settlement. Faith-based Organizations (FBOs) bring reach and values to the environmental movement.

3. FBOs are strong institutions and are actors of local development and have demonstrated relevance to development around the world, for instance in health and education.

4. The 1972 Stockholm Declaration recognized and referred to the necessity of spiritual growth of humans towards living in harmony with nature.

5. Women and girls in all their diversity are unequally impacted by climate change, but should have equal opportunities, meaningful participation, leadership and influence in climate solutions and access to climate finance;

6. All persons irrespective of their abilities, physical or otherwise, are recognised as equal, and have a vital role to play to respond to climate challenges, and contribute to a better tomorrow.

Call to action:

We therefore call governments, UN entities, civil society, as well as our own constituencies to act on the following demands/action points:

1. Recognize the role of faith, ethics, spiritual and cultural values in environmental governance through adopting a resolution to that effect by the United Nations Environment Assembly and provide the required platform and programme for engaging faith actors in policy dialogue;

2. Implement the human right to a clean, healthy and sustainable environment as a key step towards achieving sustainable development, poverty eradication, inclusivity and gender equality, while respecting rights of nature.

3. Adopt a new development paradigm that integrates moral, spiritual and indigenous shared values;

4. Move from a neoliberal and "anthropocentric" worldview to an interconnected worldview;
5. Support a just transition from fossil-based extractive economy towards life-affirming “economy of life” and sustainable living, as promoted by the faith communities;

6. Adopt and implement an Ecocide law* and promote the Faith for Ecocide Law initiative by FBOs;

7. Ensure the human right to nutritious food and safe water and sanitation, including clean air for all in a healthy environment;

8. Implement the human right to a clean, healthy and sustainable environment as a key step towards achieving sustainable development, poverty eradication, inclusivity and gender equality;

9. Amplify the voice of women and girls in all their diversity as important stakeholders of climate solutions and climate finance.

10. Raise awareness of concerns around carbon offset/nature-based solutions that can lead to abuse of land and rural people.

We commit ourselves to:

11. Act and practice what we preach, and to become protectors of this earth, to strive to live in harmony and sustainability, through our daily actions, how we invest, how we manage assets, and how we engage with our faith communities;

12. Divest from fossil fuels and call for an immediate halt to new fossil fuel explorations and to promote a responsible climate finance as a moral imperative in protecting the most vulnerable from impacts of climate change;

13. Promote “refuse, reduce, reuse and recycle” in all public events, leading by example to reduce pollution, especially plastic waste;

14. Amplify the prophetic voices of young people, older persons, women and Indigenous people;

15. As faith leaders, representatives of faith-based organizations and faith communities, to lead by example to reduce our carbon and water footprints for a healthy planet;

16. Strengthen the interconnectedness of relevant UN mandates such as the two new Human Rights Council Resolutions on climate change and human rights.

*(as it was first mentioned at the Stockholm conference in 1972 by the Swedish prime minister Olof Palme)
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102. Richard Matey, Executive Director, Alliance for Empowering Rural Communities
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104. Pastor Danielle Parish, Spark Church, Palo Alto, CA, USA
105. Dr. Wardah Alkatiri, Researcher, Director of Eco-Literacy Programme, Universitas Nahdlatul Ulama Surabaya, Indonesia.
107. Karenna Gore, Executive Director, Center for Earth Ethics, Union Theological Seminary
108. Dr. Michael Reid Trice, Sophear-Halligan Professor and Director, Center for Ecumenical and Interreligious Engagement, Seattle University, Washington, USA
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115. Arumugam Sankar, Executive Director, Empower India.
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120. Lokesh Kumar Sharma, Founder - Aham Brahmasmi, New Delhi, India & President - Global Alliance for Ecosystem Restoration, India
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126. Arthur Dahl, President, International Environment Forum (Bahá’í-inspired), Geneva, Switzerland
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128. Bud Heckman, Interfaith Funders Group and Climate Action Funders
129. Rabbi Ed Rosenthal, Founder/CEO, Repair the Sea | Tikkun HaYam, St. Petersburg, FL USA
130. Fazlun Khalid, Founder, Islamic Foundation for Ecology and Environmental Sciences, Birmingham, UK.
131. Michelle Loisel DC, NGO Representative - Company of the Daughters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul
132. Mustafa Genc, Executive Director, Harmony Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
133. Antonino Puglisi, New Humanity - Focolare Movement
134. Judy Njenga, Environmentalist, member CYMG and YOUNGO, Global Youth Biodiversity Network, founder Environmental Biodiversity in Relation to Agriculture. Nairobi Kenya
135. Ali Tharwani, Founder Sustainable Betterworld Alliance, Pakistan
136. ADEL ALSARAWI - STATE AUDIT BUREAU - KUWAIT
137. Fr. Liam O’Callaghan, Columban Missionaries, Hyderabad, Sindh, Pakistan
138. Prof. Fadi Daou, Cofounder of Adyan Foundation, Senior Researcher at the University of Geneva, Switzerland. Prof. Fadi Daou, Cofounder of Adyan Foundation, Senior Researcher at the University of Geneva, Switzerland.
139. Abdullahi Idris Muhammad, Secretary General, Muslim Students'Society of Nigeria (MSSN), Kano University of Science and Technology Branch, Wudil, Kano-Nigeria.
140. Imam Saffet Abid Catovic, Head of the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) Office for Interfaith and Community Alliances and Governmental Relations, Washington, DC
141. Rev. Susan Hendershot, President, Interfaith Power & Light, USA
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Knut Andreas Lid, Programme Director, Caritas Norway
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Alison Van Dyk, Executive Director, Temple of Understanding
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Elsa Barron, Green Team Outreach, Faith in Place
Virginia Dorgan, RSMM Coordinator of RSMM Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation
Lynnaia Main, Episcopal Church Representative to the United Nations, The Episcopal Church
Rev. Chris Parnell, Interfaith Minister, Religions for Peace Australia
Nomaan Abdul Majeed , Chief Marketing Officer - CMO iUmrah World’s 1st pilgrimage as a service startup platform and Founder, eHafiz , world's 1st AI based Hifz Startup platform to understand Quran
Tone Langvik, Managing Director, Hope Cathedral
Mohamed Ibrahim, Secretary-General, Islamic Relief Sweden
Archbishop Julio Murray, Chair of Anglican Communion Environmental Network
Archbishop Dr Thomas Paul Schirrmacher, Secretary General, World Evangelical Alliance
Matthias K. Boehning, Co-Director, World Evangelical Alliance Sustainability Center (WEASC)
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